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GRAND GRADUATION CEREMONY FOR THE CLASS OF 2021 HELD

HTTPS://E.SWUFE.EDU.CN/INFO/1011/3297.HTM

On the morning of 24th in June, colorful flags were flying in

Guanghua Gymnasium. Southwestern University of Finance and

Economics (SWUFE) held a grand graduation ceremony and

awarding ceremony for the class of 2021. Zhao Dewu, party

secretary of SWUFE, presided over the ceremony, 

With the title of ‘Drawing Wisdom and Strengths from History for

the Future’, Zhuo Zhi, president of SWUFE, delivered a heartfelt

remarks to the Class of 2021. He pointed out that the time spent at

SWUFE nurtured and shaped the students' spiritual world, laid the

knowledge base, quality and ability for the future growth, and he

also painted the group image of the students as credible, lovely

and achievable. He stressed that at the new starting point of life,

the students should learn from history and follow the "light of

truth". 

At the end of the ceremony, the leaders

of the university turned the tassel one by

one and took group photos with the

graduates.

https://e.swufe.edu.cn/info/1011/3297.htm


SWUFE'S MAJOR
BREAKTHROUGH IN
THE ASIA UNIVERSITY
RANKINGS
HTTPS://E.SWUFE.EDU.CN/INFO/1011/3255.HTM

On June 2, Times Higher Education released the

2021 Asian University Rankings. Southwestern

University of Finance and Economics (SWUFE) rose

to the 1st place among Chinese universities

specialized in finance and economics, 34th in the

Chinese mainland and 115th place in Asia.

A total of 551 universities from 30 countries and

regions participated in the ranking this year, an

increase of 13 percent from 489 last year, of which

91 are from the Chinese mainland. Southwestern

University of Finance and Economics (SWUFE) has

maintained a strong momentum, rising 86 places

in the overall ranking and 18 places in the

mainland university ranking compared with last

year.

On June 9, in order to welcome the 31st FISU World

University Games and deepen the friendship between

Chinese and international students, the 6th

International Festival themed "SWUFE Vitality / World

Diversity" was grandly held in Liulin Campus. 

Further on the tradition of exciting stage

performances and yummy global cuisines, the 6th

International Festival has introduced many sports

competitions and fun games which greatly enriched

the interactivity and attractiveness. With the ongoing

basketball, badminton, and rock climbing

competitions and various games, the Chinese and

international students shared laughter and cheers all

day long.

THE 6TH INTERNATIONAL
FESTIVAL OF SWUFE
SUCCESSFULLY TOOK
PLACE

HTTPS://E.SWUFE.EDU.CN/INFO/1011/3257.HTM

https://e.swufe.edu.cn/info/1011/3255.htm
https://e.swufe.edu.cn/info/1011/3257.htm


7 SUBJECTS FROM
SWUFE LISTED IN
GLOBAL RANKING OF
ACADEMIC SUBJECTS
HTTPS://E.SWUFE.EDU.CN/INFO/1011/3274.HTM

The Global Ranking of Academic Subjects (GRAS) 2021

was released by ShanghaiRanking Consultancy. This

year league table contains rankings of universities in

54 subjects across Natural Sciences, Engineering, Life

Sciences, Medical Sciences, and Social Sciences. More

than 1,800 out of 4,000 universities across 93 countries

and regions are finally listed in the rankings. 7 subjects

from SWUFE are on the rankings in total, which are

Finance, Economics, Statistics, Management, Business

Administration, Computer and Science Engineering,

Mathematics respectively.

On June 30, according to the 2021 Journal Citation Report

(JCR) officially released by Clarivate Analytics, the impact

factor of SWUFE’s English academic journal Financial
Innovation reached 3.985 with an increase of 34% from

last year’s 2.964. Sponsored by SWUFE, Financial

Innovation ranked in Q1 in the field of business, finance

and social science, mathematical methods. The journal is

also the only economic and financial journal hosted by

institutions in mainland China that entered the Q1

category

The increase of Financial Innovation’s impact factor

indicates that the academic influence of the journal has

been widely recognized worldwide. The continuous

development of the journal has created a powerful

starting point for the strategy of "building new liberal arts,

leading new finance, and creating new advantages" in

SWUFE, and has contributed to telling Chinese stories in

the financial field as well as spreading voices from China.

IMPACT FACTOR OF SWUFE’S FINANCIAL
INNOVATION REACHED 3.985
HTTPS://E.SWUFE.EDU.CN/INFO/1011/3294.HTM

https://e.swufe.edu.cn/info/1011/3274.htm
https://e.swufe.edu.cn/info/1011/3294.htm


SYMPOSIUM ON ECONOMIC GROWTH AND
SOCIAL WELL-BEING  AND 18TH ANNUAL
CONFERENCE OF CHINESE WOMEN
ECONOMISTS HELD
HTTPS://E.SWUFE.EDU.CN/INFO/1011/3300.HTM

On June 12, 2021, the Symposium on Economic Growth and Social Well-being with High Quality

Development and the 18th Annual Conference of Women Economists, sponsored by China Women

Economic Scholars Association and SWUFE, was held in SWUFE.

Professor Zhao Yiu-hui delivered a keynote speech on "Fertility, Women and Family". Professor Feng Jin

gave a keynote speech on "Cross-price Elasticity of Medical Consumption: Analysis of the Effect of Clinics

Consultation Policy". Director Ni Hongfu gave a keynote speech on "Production Network Structure, Tax

Revenue Distortion and Efficiency Loss". In the afternoon, scholars set up nine sub-forums for academic

discussion on nine topics, including "Finance, Innovation and Development", "New Trends and New Issues

of Consumption", "Population Aging and Health", "Human Capital Promotion" and "Modernization of

Social Governance".

A FITNESS RACE TO CELEBRATE
THE 96TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
UNIVERSITY

On June 2nd, SWUFE held a Fitness Race to

celebrate the 96th anniversary of the

founding of the university on Liulin campus.

Hundreds of students, teachers and

administrators participated the event,

dashing to the finish line with joy and vigor.

The healthy and uplifting sports activities

further stimulated teachers and students’

patriotism and the love for the university.

The “Fitness Race” was initially launched in

2002 to celebrate SWUFE’s anniversary.

Then the fine tradition has been kept nearly

two decades.

HTTPS://E.SWUFE.EDU.CN/INFO/1011/3269.HTM

https://e.swufe.edu.cn/info/1011/3300.htm
https://e.swufe.edu.cn/info/1011/3269.htm

